
Register: Simulation and Education Series

International Federation for Emergency Medicine <admin@ifem.cc>

IFEM Virtual Learning Event: Simulation and
Education Series

Are you ready to pioneer simulation education?

Calling all Emergency Medicine Consultants and Specialists with a burning passion for simulation! If
you're looking to establish your own simulation centres or enhance your existing simulation practices,
this event is tailor-made for you!

Join us as the IFEM Core Curriculum and Education Committee unveils a novel Simulation and
Education Series within the arsenal of IFEM Virtual Learning Events. Dive into a comprehensive 5-
module series that delves into the very heart of developing and operating simulation centres.

Why You Can't Miss This:

Real-Life Wisdom, Not Just Theory: Bid adieu to textbook repetition. Our simulation series is all
about learning from seasoned EM faculty who've walked the talk. Gain priceless insights into the
nitty-gritty of running a simulation centre, complete with hands-on tasks mirroring real-world
scenarios.
From Basics to Complex: Embark on a journey that spans the breadth of simulation centres.
Starting with low-fidelity setups utilizing role players and mannequins, all the way to the cutting-
edge high-fidelity configurations, our program caters to a wide array of needs, ensuring you're
equipped for all possible scenarios.
Take Your Pick or Take Them All: Flexibility is key. With five stand-alone modules that
seamlessly complement each other, you have the choice to attend one or all. Whichever path you
choose, rest assured that fresh skills and insights await you, enriching your grasp of diverse
simulation centre facets.
Forge Lasting Connections: In the world of simulation education, peers are your pillars. During
these sessions, you'll find an invaluable network of like-minded professionals ready to share
experiences, offer advice, and collaborate on future endeavours.

Save the Dates:

Session 1: Introduction to Human Factors and Theoretical Framework Supporting Simulation:
Gain an understanding of how simulation harnesses medical education theories to teach human factors
effectively.

Date: Saturday, October 14, 2023 Time: 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm UTC

Session 2: Setting Up a Simulation Centre and Training Faculty: Uncover the essentials for
establishing low and high-fidelity simulation centres while effectively training faculty members.

https://www.ifem.cc/?e=9884aa4440f3e6a8db9ab7bb43aac691&utm_source=ifem&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=event_edm_simulation&n=1
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Date: Saturday, December 2, 2023 Time: 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm UTC

Session 3: Writing Simulation Scenarios and Assessment/Evaluation Criteria: Master the art of
developing simulation scenarios aligned with objectives and assessment criteria for optimal learning
outcomes.

Date: Saturday, January 20, 2024 Time: 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm UTC

Session 4: Running Simulation Scenarios: Hone your skills in successfully orchestrating simulation
scenarios within both low and high-fidelity environments.

Date: Saturday, March 9, 2024 Time: 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm UTC

Session 5: Debriefing Techniques: Explore diverse debriefing strategies and learn how to adapt them
to specific scenarios for effective learning outcomes.

Date: Saturday, April 27, 2024 Time: 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm UTC

Leadership and Advocacy Skills Development
Program

For New and Emerging Leaders

Register for Cohort 3 

Sponsored by the Abu Dhabi Department of Health and supported by In Professional Development

Cohort 3 commences 10 November

Who should attend?

This three-session interactive course focuses on early career leaders and is particularly suited for junior
faculty and new emergency medicine specialists.

Learning objectives

A curriculum will be followed. It will be modelled on existing curricula and standards of care documents
from organizational leadership and EM professional societies around the world. International EM leaders’
personal perspectives will be featured.

Team leadership
Developing high-performing teams
Mentorship and growth mindset
Basic skills for delivering education and developing training programs for junior staff
Personal leadership style development
Negotiation skills
Strategic reviews and an agile response
Global awareness and benchmarking
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